DIRECTIONS TO CRAIGVILLE

FROM BOSTON & NORTH: Route 3 to Sagamore Bridge (Rte 6), continue to Exit 5 "Marston Mills-Centerville".

FROM NEW YORK, PROVIDENCE & WEST: Interstate 95 to Providence, exit on I-195 ("To Cape Cod"). Straight on as road becomes Rte 25 to exit before Bourne Bridge (do NOT cross this bridge). Exit 2 marked Route 6 - Hyannis-Sagamore Bridge. Follow Rte 6 to and over Sagamore Bridge. Continue on Rte 5 (Mid-Cape Hwy) to Exit 5 then follow map and following directions.

Exit 5 off Rte. 6
Go straight across Rte. 149.
The road parallels Rte 6.
Take first right (small sign "Centerville-Craigville Beach") Proceed to STOP sign. Turn left and proceed to TRAFFIC LIGHT (Rte 28). Continue straight (Main St., Centerville) to second TRAFFIC LIGHT.
Continue straight. When beach & ocean is on right, and after passing Craigville Beach Complex, watch on left for CRAIGVILLE CONFERENCE CENTER sign on high post.
Left at sign into Village then follow directional signs for OFFICE.

WELCOME TO CRAIGVILLE